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this disc has some of the most action-packed scenes of any film i've seen in a long time. this is a
great collection of extras, all of them in high-definition, including the daft punk music video. there
are also several featurettes, including a couple of character profiles. disc two includes the original

trailer for the film, a shorter version of the comic-con presentation trailer, and an audio commentary
with director joseph kosinski. disc three has a few of the cast and crew interviews, and disc four
includes the tv series "tron: uprising" and the theatrical trailer. and now for the music. with the

original, composer, tron's iconic, trippy score composed by the late, great, daniel licht and featuring
synthy, techno-laced, rock-fusion, the score now has been reconfigured for the modern day by the
same artists, daniel licht and philip glass. it's only available as part of the original soundtrack, but

the new set adds 15 tracks as well as two bonus tracks for the 3d version. the new music was
recorded during a week-long session in late 2011, and it's a solid set of electronic tunes, but nothing
that's going to rival that of the original, nor do they deviate much from the original theme. of course,

the 3d version adds some effects to the mix for a much brighter, sharper effect, although even
without it, it's a solid, clever collection of tunes, with both versions almost being worth a purchase on
their own. with so much going on, i'd be remiss if i didn't point out that the 3d version also has a few
moments where the picture is split into two side-by-side streams, to give us the feeling that it was

shot in imax.
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one of the most disturbing things about this new film is that it is, in many ways, almost exactly like
the original. although the new film does not directly reference the previous films it is set in a world
that is reminiscent of the first film, so much so that many of the same characters are back. we are

seeing a new group of programs created on the computers of a new time, as tron himself says, when
the source code was opened. there's no question that the original tron is classic. director steven
lisberger's 1982 movie is essentially a parable about the future of computing, as computers take

over our world. it's so 20th century. the real power of tron is the way it's like the first digital
animation, where everything is made out of pixels, without a frame of film. the "uprising" disc is also

a fun bonus. the animated series has music by daft punk, the soundtrack to the original film, that
was nominated for an oscar. the songs, made entirely with computers, include "gotta get away" and
"vandalism." there are also a few bits of trivia to be found on disc one, most notably the fact that the

character tron in the movie was named for two of the creators of the first video game console, the
tron arcade game. a few more things to check out: the original tron game is on disc two, the "blast

processing" featurette shows how the film transformed the first tron game, and disc four has a trailer
for the tv series "tron: uprising." the new sequel is a lot less cynical than the original. it's more self-

aware. there's even a bit where the main character has a dream in which he gets a hug from a
virtual girlfriend (as in the original). in the end, the new movie is more upbeat than the old one, with

a better message. even the villain is a more likable guy. 5ec8ef588b
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